Bring Forth Balance with Nature with Yoga-Inspired,
Clay-Dyed Apparel from Earth Creations®
The path to inner peace and harmony is paved with respect for the planet. Reach divine places
in practice with comfy, clay-dyed apparel from Earth Creations – a collection both inspired by
and created in nature. Featuring eco-safe, “dirt-dyed” color and sustainable fabrics that
flow with each bend, squat and breath, these made-in-the-USA pieces are a perfect
complement to any yoga class.
Dharma Pant: These wide-legged pants are ideal for practice and everyday wear,
featuring a stretchy blend of organic cotton and Lycra jersey. The foldable waist band
can be worn up or rolled down. Available in black, celadon, moonstone, mud,
sunstone, topaz (pictured) or white. MSRP: $76
Sumptuous Tank: This cute and figure-flattering tank features a vneck, a contoured fit and merrowed edge finishing. Also made from
a flexible blend of organic cotton and Lycra jersey, the piece is
available in four beautiful and intricate designs, including Imperial
Buddha (pictured from the back, left). Available in black, celadon,
citrine (pictured), moonstone, sunstone, topaz and white. MSRP:
$56
Zen Short: Featuring a perfect summer length, these to-the-knee shorts flow
comfortably with each movement, thanks to a stretchy fabric waistband and loose fit.
Made of organic cotton and Lycra jersey, the crops are available in black, celadon,
moonstone, mud, sunstone (pictured), topaz and white. MSRP: $52
Organic Cotton Men’s Tee: An active man’s wardrobe staple, this
soft, great-fit tee keeps him cool and comfortable in any pose and lets
him express his peaceful nature with16 prints, including Peace World
(pictured right). MSRP: $25
Organic Cotton Women’s Tank: This versatile tank can easily
transition from yoga class to summer concert, a casual lunch and more,
thanks to a basic, built-for-comfort design and five fun, feminine prints
such as Tree Pose (pictured right). MSRP: $30
To see the entire Earth Creations line, visit www.earthcreations.net. For additional info, images or
samples, editorial media can contact Jordan at On the Horizon Communications at (805) 773-1000
or email jordan@thepressroom.com.

